
DEAF BOOK REVIEW

DJ Taylor is impressed by Deaf Sentence, David Lodge's dark comedy of ageing and bodily decay. At first sight,
Desmond Bates, the something hero of Deaf Sentence, looks like an escapee from a much earlier stage of David
Lodge's compendious back catalogue. Deaf Sentence supplies.

Gradually, though, as the novel reaches its final third, the tone - never quite graspable or predictable, even at
the outset - begins to change, and what starts out as a kind of user's guide to the contemporary hearing aid plus
jokes turns, incrementally, into something a great deal darker. Just as the late Malcolm Bradbury used to find
the idea of Finnish street signs marked Hankki Pankki screamingly funny, so Lodge has a fine ear for the deaf
man's misjudgment "Crap and Sargasso" for "Braque and Picasso", and so on. You do not know the secret
cause which makes me seem that way to you. Parties are the worst; the Lombard reflex causes individuals in
crowded rooms to amplify their voices, setting off a cacophonic chain reaction. This paradox aligns with a
note at the end of the book. It certainly challenged many of my ideas and expanded my understanding of how
difficult and imperfect life is at any age. There is a wonderful scene towards the end - again the image looks as
if it came from Larkin, specifically "An Arundel Tomb" - in which Des and his wife lie chastely side by side
in the old man's house while awaiting the news of his death. A tall, bespectacled, grey-haired man is 'nodding
sagely' at a young blonde. Lodge's are keener on quiet comfort, calm companionability - modest aims that
have some chance of being realised. David Lodge sure likes to play with word-order, puns and linguistic stuff
and I giggle at the sight of things like that. Lodge had struggled with accepting his deafness at an early age. It
is whether we can mange to deal with the loss, the change in our perception of how we see ourselves and how
those close to us manage the change that is the real issue at hand. Updike's oldsters are still shagging
heroically on, indomitably priapic until their final seizure. Our silence stands up for us. In its wintry
considerations of impending decay it bears a superficial resemblance to John Updike's Villages, but a
comparison between the two books is oddly revealing. A parrot on your shoulder squawking into your ear?
Not for too long though before we accompany Desmond on his trip to Auschwitz and all the horror that went
with that period of history. And it is mostly a series of reflections on life in general, little pieces of information
I liked very much. Deaf Sentence supplies the unusual sight of a senior British novelist bringing off the very
difficult trick of successfully extending his range. David Lodge knows its too, because he thanks the
translators of his books in the acknowledgements.


